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ABSTRACT
Gilles de la Tourette syndrome (GTS) is characterised by multiple motor and one or more vocal/phonic tics. GTS was once thought to be rare, but many relatively recent studies suggest that the prevalence is about 1% of the worldwide community, apart from in Sub-Saharan Black Africa. Comorbidity and coexistent psychopathology are common, occurring in about 90% of clinical cohorts and individuals in the community. The most common comorbidities are attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, obsessive-compulsive behaviours, and disorder, and autistic spectrum disorders, while the most common coexisting psychopathologies are depression, anxiety and behavioural disorders such as oppositional defiant and conduct disorder. There has been an increasing amount of evidence to show that the quality of life in young people is reduced when compared with normative data or healthy control populations. It is widely accepted that most cases of GTS are inherited, but the genetic mechanisms appear much more complex than previously understood, as evidenced by many recent studies; indeed, there have been suggestions of ‘general neurodevelopmental genes’ which affect the brain development after which the ‘specific GTS gene(s)’ may further affect the phenotype. Other aetio-pathogenetic suggestions have included environmental factors such as neuro-immunological factors, infections, prenatal and peri-natal difficulties and androgen influences. Few studies have addressed aetiology and phenotype, but initial results are exciting. The search for endophenotypes has followed subsequently. Intriguing neuroanatomical and brain circuitry abnormalities have now been suggested in GTS; the most evidence is for cortical thinning and a reduction in the size of the caudate nucleus. Thorough assessment is imperative and multidisciplinary management is the ideal. Treatment should be ‘symptom targeted’, and in mild cases, psycho-education and reassurance for the patient and the family may be sufficient. Behavioural treatments such as Comprehensive Behavioural Intervention for Tics including Habit Reversal Training have been shown to be significantly better than other behavioural/psychological treatments and ‘placebo’. Medication is often necessary for moderately affected individuals. In more severe cases, medical treatment is not simple and referral to an expert may be advisable. In general, neuroleptics and clonidine or guanfacine are the medications of choice for the tics. Other treatments which may be needed for loud and severe phonic tics include botulinum toxin. In severe adult GTS patients who are refractory to medication and other therapies, deep brain stimulation looks promising.

Introduction and clinical features
Gilles de la Tourette syndrome (GTS) is a childhood onset neuropsychiatric movement disorder characterised by multiple motor tics and one or more vocal/phonic tics, lasting longer than a year. The age at onset of GTS ranges from 2 to 21 years, with a mean of 7 years being commonly reported; the onset of vocal tics is usually later, many studies reporting it at around 11 years. Tics can be simple (eg, blinking, eye rolling, nose twitching, head nodding and mouth pouting) or complex (eg, touching, squatting, jumping and hopping). Premonitory sensations are common and may be either localised (around the area of the tic) or generalised (covering a wide area of the body). Tics usually begin in the head and face, and eye blinking is often the first and one of the most common tics. Simple vocalisations include sniffing, throat clearing, gulping, snorting and coughing. Complex vocal tics include barking, making of animal noises and uttering strings of words. Tics have characteristics including fluctuation of symptomatology over time or a waxing and waning course, suppressibility followed by rebound, suggestibility; they are preceded by premonitory sensations (but younger children may not experience the premonitory urge), and they may occur in orchestrated sequences. Tics may be present during sleep, usually start at around 5–7 years, become worse at around 12 years and the severity then declines. Counter-intuitively, tics maybe worse when the person is relaxed, and they are frequently suppressed when activities requiring full concentration...
such as playing a musical instrument, playing sport and in adults when driving a car. Other important and characteristic features include echolalia (copying what other people say), echopraxia (copying what other people do) and palilalia (repeating the last word or a part of the sentence said by the individual). Coprolalia (inappropriate, involuntary, swearing, which is often disguised by the patient) is uncommon, occurring in only 10–15% of patients, mainly starting at around 15 years. Many physicians are still under the misapprehension that coprolalia must be present in order to make the diagnosis. Instead of the whole swear word, many individuals say only parts of the word (eg, Fu Fi Shi Cu), and disguise it (eg, by coughing, saying something or covering their mouths). Of interest is that in Dr Georges GTS’s original description, the symptoms of what is now known as GTS included multiple motor tics, coprolalia, echolalia and minor motor incoordination. Using those criteria, fewer individuals would be diagnosed as having GTS in most epidemiological studies or clinical cohorts; for these data and the reviews of GTS and the evolving notions on clinical features, see the references.4,6

Epidemiology and prevalence
GTS has now been described almost worldwide. Boys/men are more commonly affected, with the male:female ratio being 3:1. Clinical characteristics are similar irrespective of the country of origin, highlighting the biological nature of GTS. In some instances, it seems that within families, the affected men have tic symptoms, whereas the women have obsessive-compulsive behaviours (OCBs).

GTS was once considered to be rare, but to date no less than 12 recent studies have documented remarkably consistent findings and suggested a prevalence range of between 0.4% to 3.5% of youngsters between the ages of 5 and 18 years (Kadesjo and Gillberg (Sweden), Hornsey et al (UK), Kurlan et al (USA), Khalifa and von Knorring (Sweden), Wang and Kuo (Taiwan), Lanzi et al (Italy), Zheng et al (mainland China), Scahill et al (USA).7-18 Of importance is that these studies were worldwide (as shown above), and they were similar in that they were conducted in mainstream schools/community. Most also used similar multistaged methods, with observations of the youngsters (in almost all studies) and questionnaires about pupils, as well as obtaining information from parents and/or teachers, and in some instances, both. None of the studies involved individuals who had already been identified, a problem which resulted in earlier studies giving misleadingly low prevalence figures. They were also initiated and conducted by clinicians with a special interest in GTS. In the majority of the ‘cases’ identified, the GTS was probably undiagnosed and also mild, without distress, impairment or coprolalia. These studies have been thoroughly reviewed by Robertson19-20 and Robertson et al: in the reviews, original data were obtained (from the senior authors if not published) and it was calculated that the prevalence of GTS is 1% worldwide, apart from sub-Saharan Black Africa – where it is rare; that is, if it exists at all. The prevalence of GTS in special educational populations, such as those individuals with learning difficulties, emotional and behavioural disorders or autistic spectrum disorders, is even higher (Eapen et al22 (UK), Baron Cohen et al23-24 (UK), Kurlan et al25 (USA), Canitano and Vivanti (Italy).26

Despite the fact that in the majority of studies, the individuals identified in the community or at schools as having GTS were mildly affected; they nevertheless did have comorbid conditions and psychopathology.5,9-27 (see below).

Psychopathology and comorbidity
The predominant comorbid disorders in GTS include attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), OCB, obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) and probably autistic spectrum disorders (ASDs), while the most common coexisting psychopathologies are depression, depressive symptomatology, learning difficulties, oppositional defiant disorder (ODD), conduct disorder and personality disorder. The relationships between psychopathology and GTS are complex and the authors’ suggestions as to the relationships between GTS and these disorders which have been discussed elsewhere5-28 are updated and summarised in table 1.

A clinical investigation embracing 3500 clinic patients with GTS worldwide demonstrated that at all ages, 88% of individuals had reported comorbidity, psychopathology and other difficulties. The most common was ADHD, followed by OCB and OCD. Anger control problems, sleep difficulties, coprolalia and self-injurious behaviours only reached high levels in patients with comorbidity or psychopathology. Men were more likely than women to have comorbid disorders.14 This has also been shown to be true in community studies with around 90% of GTS individuals having attracted other diagnoses5,9 and in one community study, no less than 36% of the individuals had three or more diagnoses.5,9

Thus, in clinical populations and in the community, approximately only 10% of people with GTS have solely tics, or another way of putting it is that 90% have other psychiatric and comorbid diagnoses. Recent investigations on the phenotype by, for example, principle component factor analysis (see below) are in accordance with these data in that some people with GTS+ADHD, ADHD-only and unaffected controls have tics as the only symptom.

Relatively recently, some research groups have separated GTS individuals on the basis of clinical symptoms into subgroups, specifically separating those with and without ADHD, demonstrating significant differences. Thus, they have examined cohorts of children including children with GTS-only, and comparing them with other groups such as Tourette syndrome (TS)+ADHD, ADHD-only and unaffected controls.5 These studies generally indicated that youngsters with GTS-only did not differ from unaffected controls on many ratings, including aggression, delinquency or conduct difficulties. By contrast, children with GTS+ADHD were significantly higher than unaffected controls and similar to those with ADHD-only, on the indices of disruptive behaviours. Studies further showed that youngsters with GTS+ADHD evidenced more internalising behaviour problems and poorer social adaptation than children with GTS-only or controls. Of importance is that youngsters with GTS-only were not significantly different from unaffected controls on most measures of externalising behaviours and social adaptation, but had more internalising symptoms. In summary, those individuals with GTS-only appear to be similar to healthy controls and significantly different from those with GTS+ADHD, and this clearly has major management and prognostic implications.5,20

In controlled studies, young people with GTS have been shown to have more obsessionel symptomatology than
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Table 1 Comorbidity and/or psychopathology in Tourette syndrome: the suggested relationships (modified and updated from Robertson 2003; 2011)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comorbidity and/or psychopathology</th>
<th>How common in GTS?</th>
<th>Aetiology</th>
<th>Comments</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder</td>
<td>Very common</td>
<td>Not genetic</td>
<td>Also common in clinic, community and epidemiological studies</td>
<td>Robertson10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Obsessive compulsive behaviours/ symptoms/disorder</td>
<td>Very common</td>
<td>Integral part of GTS; genetically linked</td>
<td>OCB/OCDs=egosynthetic; OCD=egodystonic</td>
<td>Robertson11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Autistic spectrum disorders</td>
<td>6–11%</td>
<td>Unsure—probably non-specific and as poor general neurodevelopment</td>
<td>Recent studies suggest similar genetics in some cases</td>
<td>Robertson4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Depression</td>
<td>13–76%</td>
<td>Multi-factorial; not genetic</td>
<td>Controlled studies=GTS&gt;depressed</td>
<td>Robertson12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Anxiety</td>
<td>Common</td>
<td>Secondary to having GTS</td>
<td></td>
<td>Robertson14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Impulsivity and rage (not ADHD criteria)</td>
<td>Common</td>
<td>Unknown; more research required</td>
<td></td>
<td>Budman et al.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Self-injurious behaviours</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>Difficult clinical problem to treat</td>
<td>Related to OCB/D; related to impulsivity</td>
<td>Robertson et al.27 Mathews et al.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Personality disorders</td>
<td>Common</td>
<td>Probably related to childhood ADHD, ODD, CD</td>
<td>Whole spectrum of PDs: not restricted to OCPD</td>
<td>Robertson et al.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Conduct disorder; oppositional defiant disorder</td>
<td>Referral bias</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Robertson24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Schizophrenia</td>
<td>Rare</td>
<td>Unrelated; chance association</td>
<td></td>
<td>Robertson24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 Bipolar affective disorder</td>
<td>Uncommon</td>
<td>Probably related to OCD and ADHD not GTS per se</td>
<td></td>
<td>Robertson24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Dysphoria</td>
<td>Common</td>
<td>Adverse side effects of anti-GTS medications</td>
<td>May require adding antidepressant discontinuation of Rx</td>
<td>Robertson24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 School phobia/separation; anxiety</td>
<td>Common</td>
<td>Adverse side effects of anti-GTS medications</td>
<td>May require discontinuation and treatment in own right</td>
<td>Robertson24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 ‘Cognitive dulling’</td>
<td>Fairly common</td>
<td>Adverse side effects of anti-GTS medications</td>
<td>Patients receiving neuroleptics=lower IQ</td>
<td>Robertson et al.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 Dementia</td>
<td>Nil</td>
<td>No association</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>Freeman et al.31 Khalifa and von Knorring32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total comorbidity and/or psychopathology</td>
<td>88–90% of all GTS patients</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>Clinical and epidemiological</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ADHD, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder; CD, conduct disorder; GTS, Gilles de la Tourette syndrome; na, not applicable; OCPD, obsessive compulsive personality disorder; ODD, oppositional defiant disorder; PDs, personality disorders; Rx, treatment.

control subjects. Importantly, the OCB encountered in GTS is statistically and clinically different to those behaviours found in OCD.31

In a review, Robertson32 documented that in 16 uncontrolled studies in specialist centres examining mood changes among 5409 GTS patients, depressive symptomatology, dysthymia, mood swings and/or major depressive disorder (MDD) or depressive illness were found in 13–76%. The main diagnosis was that MDD. In addition, 13 controlled investigations have also found young people and adults with GTS (n=7411) to be significantly more depressed than age – and gender-matched healthy control subjects using standardised measures.32 Correlates of depression included tic severity, age, OCD, ADHD and childhood conduct disorder (CD).

The GTS phenotype

The DSM (Diagnostic and Statistical Manual (of Mental Disorders of The American Psychiatric Association)) and International Statistical Classification of Diseases (ICD) criteria have both always suggested, and indeed stipulated, that GTS is a unitary condition. Recent studies have, however, challenged this notion. Much of the evidence for GTS not being a unitary condition comes from recent studies employing hierarchical cluster analyses (HCA) and principal-component factor analyses (PCA), such as the studies of, for example, Alsobrook and Pauls,33 Mathews et al.,34 Robertson and Cavanna,35 Robertson et al.36 and Cavanna et al.37 all of which demonstrated that GTS is not a unitary condition, with many factors being reported. Alsobrook and Pauls33 found that three-fourth factors identified were heritable (aggressive, compulsive, tapping-no grunting). The large pedigree of Robertson and Gourdie,38 which was subsequently submitted to factor analysis by Robertson and Cavanna,39 was originally shown to be heritable, with a model compatible with autosomal-dominant transmission. One large study in 410 patients with GTS is that of Robertson et al.40 who reported five factors which were characterised by (1) socially inappropriate behaviours and other complex vocal tics, (2) complex motor tics, (3) simple tics, (4) compulsive behaviours and (5) touching self. Individuals with co-occurring ADHD had significantly higher factor scores on Factors 1 and 3, while individuals with co-occurring OCD and OCB had significantly higher factor scores for Factors 1–4. The most recent and largest factor analysis study to date is that of...
Cavanna et al.77 who performed a factor analytical study on 639 patients. Three factors were obtained: (i) complex motor tics and echo-pali phenomena, (ii) attention deficit and hyperactivity symptoms plus aggressive behaviours and (iii) complex vocal tics and copro-phenomena. OCBs loaded significantly on the first two factors; in addition, the three factors accounted for 48.5% of the total symptom variance. Grados et al.80 employed latent class analysis (LCA) studying 952 individuals from the TSA International Genetic Consortium pool showing that there were three classes: (i) TS+OCS; (ii) TS+OCD and (iii) TS+OCD+ADHD, only the last class was found to be heritable.

Thus, although not directly comparable, all studies using HCA, PCA or LA have shown two or more factors, in terms of tics, comorbidity and psychopathology. All these studies add to the growing body of evidence that GTS is not a unitary condition and can be disaggregated into more homogeneous symptom components. In all studies that directly have specifically examined for it, one factor has included simple motor and phonic/vocal tics. Thus, one is able to conclude that the GTS phenotype is heterogeneous and not unitary as previously suggested.

Of note is that one of these types (pure tics only) seems to support the clinical data of Freeman et al81 and the community data of Khalifa and von Knorring82 all of which suggested that about 10% of GTS individuals have tics only.

In summary, whether using complex statistical methods including HCA, PCA and LCA or material derived from clinical or community settings, one phenotype or clinical presentation of GTS consists of ‘pure simple tics only’ (thus about 10% of all GTS individuals) while other phenotypes include complex tics and the comorbid disorders and complex behaviours, and possibly even coexisting psychopathology. Not until the aetiologies of GTS phenotypes become clearer (see below) will we be able to say definitively what GTS in fact is: that is, more than a ‘committee diagnosis’ (DSM and ICD) as it currently is.

The effect of GTS on the patient and the family (quality of life in young people with GTS and caregiver burden/parenting stress in parents of children with GTS)

As would be anticipated, an individual with severe tics and in addition with added comorbid disorders may be expected to have a reduced quality of life (QoL) but this has only relatively recently been investigated formally.

Following the initial studies of Elstner et al.40 and Müller-Vahl et al.43 investigating the QoL in adults with GTS, a GTS-specific QoL scale was designed42 and several groups have now investigated QoL specifically in youngsters with GTS, although employing different schedules (eg, Storch et al,46 Bernard et al,46 Cutler et al,46 Hao et al,46 Conelea et al47 and Eddy et al.48—49) Despite the different schedules, the results were remarkably consistent, and also concordant with adult data, showing that GTS patients have a reduced QoL when compared with normative data and healthy individuals; employment status, tic severity, as well as greater emotional and behavioural difficulties, OCB, OCD, ADHD, anxiety and depression, all affect the QoL. In addition, functional impairment is increased with patients with GTS.50,51 On the other hand, Eddy et al.48 did not find similar results but in contrast to the other studies that tic severity affected QoL.

In a related area, one study52 evaluated the health economic burden of 200 adult out-patients with GTS in Germany over a 3-month observation period. Results indicated that costs were substantial, with the following variables having an impact on the costs: employment status, occupational advancement, depression, QoL and age.

Caregiver burden (CBG) is defined as the adverse consequences of a patient’s illness for his or her caregivers. This area has not been widely studied in GTS. The first but uncontrolled study53 found considerable parental burden. A controlled study54 investigated CBG in parents of 26 children with GTS and compared them with parents of 26 children with asthma. A cross-sectional cohort survey was conducted with the main outcome measures being parental mental health (General Health Questionnaire (GHQ-28) and CGB (Child and Adolescent Impact Assessment)) scores. Of the parents of children with GTS, 76.9% achieved ‘case-ness’ on the GHQ-28, compared with 34.6% of the parents of children with asthma. Forward logistic regression indicated that child diagnosis (GTS/asthma) was the only factor that significantly predicted GHQ ‘case-ness’.54 The most recent study55 in the area investigated parental stress and related factors in 150 parents (mothers or fathers) of children with GTS, who were diagnosed between the ages of 6 and 12 years, employing the Parenting Stress Index Form and the Social Support Index Form. Results showed that the standardised score for parent perception of parenting stress was 83.5. The main stressor was childcare difficulties. A correlation was found between parenting stress and child gender, age, school situation, disease severity, parent age and family income. A significant negative correlation was found between social support and parenting stress. Multiple linear regression analysis found disease severity and family income to be the variables with the greatest predictive power for parenting stress, accounting for 42% of the variance.55

In summary, all three studies have shown considerable parenting stress, CBG and psychopathology in the parents of youngsters with GTS: only one study was controlled and this is a fruitful area for further research (table 2).

Aetiological theories

Aetiological suggestions for GTS include (A) genetic influences and environmental influences such as (B) infections and (C) neuroimmunological effects, (D) prenatal and/or peri-natal difficulties, (E) psychosocial stressors and (F) androgen influences. Originally, the aetiology of GTS was considered to be psychological56: this is no longer an acceptable theory.

In the 1980s and 1990s, genetic investigations began. Twin studies suggested a familial or a genetic component. Large families were then documented with many related people being affected by tic or obsessive compulsive (OC) symptomatology, suggesting a familial pattern: at face value, these families looked as if the disorder was genetic. Subsequent investigations employing complex segregation analysis indicated that GTS was genetic, consistent with a single major gene and autosomal dominant transmission, but with incomplete penetrance. However, much of the genome was subsequently excluded. Since then, the genetic contributions to GTS have become highly scientific and specialised, with reports of chromosomal translocations, candidate gene investigations and fve linkage studies. There have now also
been five genome-wide linkage analyses, the largest of which was conducted by the Tourette Syndrome Association International Consortium for Genetics. In that study, a strong evidence for linkage was observed for markers on chromosome 2p23.2. For a full review of the genetics of GTS, see O’Rourke et al.

More recent genetic data suggest that a genetic variant of HTR2C and a rare functional mutation in the HDC gene encoding L-histidine decarboxylase may be implicated, with another suggesting DLGAP3 as promising. A further study conducted a genome-wide linkage analysis in a large high-risk Utah pedigree examining a qualitative trait (TS1) where cases had a diagnosis of GTS by an observer as well as a qualitative phenotype based on the Yale Global Motor and phonic tic severity scores; the two areas of interest included LOD scores of 3.3 on chromosome 1p for Yale tic severity and 3.1 on 3p for the TS1 phenotype. Other reports in GTS suggested that SLITRK1 and CNTNAP2 may account for some rare variants of GTS. These results are all exciting, but emphasise the need for studies on large numbers of cases, be they using rare variants, sib-pair analyses, extended pedigrees or large cohorts and at least two international collaborative efforts are, to date, in place. Also, until relatively recently, it was generally accepted that GTS and ADHD were not related apart from in a distinct subgroup of GTS patients, but a recent study has suggested that GTS and ADHD may well be genetically related, despite some of the earlier research. A potentially exciting finding is the family in which a variety of phenotypes (boy with autism and tics, boy with GTS and ADHD) with the deletion of neuroligin4 (NLGN4) and a mother (who was a carrier) with learning difficulties, anxiety, depression were reported by Lawson-Yuen et al. The authors pointed out that neuroligin is a member of a cell adhesion protein family that appears to play a role in the maturation and function of synapses: they felt that the two affected brothers were more severe while mother, a carrier, was at the least severe end of the phenotype: this has obvious implications for the genetics of neuropsychiatric disorders, including GTS.

Perhaps stimulated by the fact that no gene(s) have been positively implicated with any degree of certainty in GTS, environmental factors have been studied. Neuroimmunological theories have enjoyed increasing momentum in the aetiological theories surrounding GTS. These include theories and hypotheses of (1) autoimmunity, (2) lowered immunity and (3) challenges to the notion. These neuroimmunological theories, possibly operating via the process of molecular mimicry, truly began when Swedo et al. described a group of 50 children with OCD and tic disorders, designated as Paediatric Autoimmune Neuropsychiatric Disorders Associated with Streptococcal (group A β-haemolytic streptococcal (GABHS) infections) (PANDAS). The diagnostic criteria included the presence of OCD and/or a tic disorder, prepubertal symptom onset (usually acute, dramatic), association with GABHS infections, episodic course of symptom severity and association with neurological abnormalities. The relapsing, remitting course was associated with significant psychopathology including emotional lability, separation anxiety, night-time fears, bedtime rituals, cognitive deficits, oppositional behaviours and hyperactivity.

More recently, other centres have found laboratory evidence of GABHS infections in some patients with GTS, and documented that some GTS patients have increased anti-basal ganglia antibodies (ABGAs) in several controlled studies. The literature on GTS and immunity has been well reviewed by Martino et al. and they suggested that as many researchers have findings which support a role of GABHS and basal ganglia autoimmunity in a subgroup of GTS patients, further research to clarify further the phenomenology associated with ABGAs is required. Martino et al. also in a review suggested that the predisposition to autoimmune responses in GTS patients is indicated by the reduced frequency of regulatory T cells which induce tolerance towards self-antigens. Apart from autoimmunity as an aetiological mechanism in GTS, others have suggested a general lowered immunity as evidenced by an immunoglobulin A dysgammaglobulinaemia with GTS patients showing low immunoglobulin A (IgA) possibly rendering the youngsters more prone to upper respiratory tract infections. A subsequent study suggesting that GTS individuals have immune deficiency was that of an immunoglobulin: Bos-Veneman et al. demonstrated that at least some GTS patients have decreased IgG3 and possibly also low IgM levels, although only a few subjects had IgG immunodeficiency. Another study showed that patients with GTS when compared with controls had higher rates of IgA/IgG antibody titres to Chlamydia trachomatis and a trend with Toxoplasma gondii and Mycoplasma pneumoniae with the authors suggesting that infections contribute to GTS by triggering an immune response. A more recent study, however, has compared antibody binding with neuronal surfaces in patients with Sydenham’s chorea (SC), GTS and PANDAS. Results showed that serum auto-antibodies which bind to neuronal cell surface antigens were present in SC, but not in GTS or PANDAS, which weakens the autoantibody hypothesis of PANDAS and GTS. In summary, it appears that although most evidence is that of autoimmunity and streptococcal infection, in the present author’s opinion, the jury is still out.

Leckman outlined the potential role of prenatal and perinatal events in the pathogenesis of GTS. An early report in 1956 by Pasamanick and Kawi (cited by Leckman), demonstrated that the mothers of children with tics were 1.5 times as likely to have experienced a complication during pregnancy than the mothers of children who did not have tics. Two studies showed that among monozygotic twins discordant for GTS, the index twins with TS always had lower birth weights than their unaffected twins. Leckman’s own group demonstrated that the severity of maternal life stress during pregnancy, severe nausea and/or vomiting during the first trimester are risk factors for developing tic disorders. Other studies showed that premature low birth weight children, as well as those with low Apgar scores and more frequent maternal prenatal visits were associated with having GTS. Only one controlled study (Burd et al.) has been conducted and which demonstrated that GTS patients have had more prenatal and perinatal difficulties than a control group.

Finally, Leckman and the Yale group have suggested that androgen exposure (‘prenatal masculinisation of the brain’) may also be important in the aetio-pathogenesis of GTS and tic-related disorders.

Thus, the aetio-pathology of GTS is therefore much more complex than previously recognised, with complex genetic mechanisms, some infections possibly having effects, and prenatal and perinatal difficulties, maternal smoking, life...
Another study is that of Draganski et al,²⁴ who used cortical thickness estimation and voxel-based analysis of T1-weighted and diffusion-weighted structural MRI to examine 40 GTS adults and compared them with 40 age-matched and gender-matched healthy controls. GTS patients showed relative grey matter volume reduction in orbitofrontal, anterior cingulate and ventrolateral prefrontal cortices bilaterally. Cortical thinning extended into the limbic mesial temporal lobe. The grey matter changes were additionally modulated by comorbidity and symptom severity. Prefrontal cortical thickness reduction correlated negatively with tic severity, while volume increase in the primary somatosensory cortex depended on the intensity of the premonitory sensations. White matter analysis revealed changes in fibre coherence in GTS patients within the anterior parts of the corpus callosum.

Finally, the most recent study was that of Kataoka et al,²⁹ who examined postmortem brains of five GTS subjects looking at the density of different types of interneurons and medium spiny neurons in the striatum and compared them with normal controls. Results showed that GTS individuals had decreased numbers of parvalbumin and cholinerger interneurons in the striatum.²⁹

In summary, it appears that, in particular, reduced caudate volumes (of about 5%) across the life span and also thinning of sensorimotor cortices, hypertrophy of the limbic and prefrontal cortices and a smaller corpus callosum with fewer symptoms in youngsters.²³

Eddy et al,³⁰ while reviewing the neuropsychological aspects of GTS, suggested that the dysfunction of the anterior cingulate network within the fronto-striatal pathway was of prime importance. Hampson et al suggested that the dysfunction of the anterior cingulate network within the fronto-striatal pathway was of prime importance. Hampson et al,⁴³ then specifically suggested the importance of the supplementary motor area in tic generation.

Tobe et al,³⁰ demonstrated that in an MRI study using GTS subjects and healthy controls, the GTS subjects had reduced volumes of the cerebellar hemispheres bilaterally that derived from reduced grey matter in crus I and lobules VI, VII and VIII A. The decreased volumes were associated with increasing tic severity and motoric disinhibition. Miller et al,³⁰ using anatomical MRI (measuring surface and volumes) demonstrated that the GTS-affected thalamic nuclei were 5% larger than the controls: the surface over the lateral thalamus was also enlarged. Of note was that IQ, comorbid disorders and medication did not account for the findings.

The possible neurocircuitry and neuroanatomy of malfunction in GTS

Thirty studies using anatomical MRI were reviewed and demonstrated that reduced caudate volumes across the life span and thinning of sensorimotor cortices was proportional with tic severity in children occurred in GTS; hypertrophy of the limbic and prefrontal cortices and a smaller corpus callosum with fewer symptoms in youngsters.²³

Functional neuroimaging studies between 1998 and 2008, using either cognitive control or tic suppression paradigms, showed that there is an increased compensatory neural activity in prefrontal cortex and striatum in GTS young people and adults, compared with healthy controls.²³

Eddy et al,³⁰ while reviewing the neuropsychological aspects of GTS, suggested that the dysfunction of the anterior cingulate network within the fronto-striatal pathway was of prime importance. Hampson et al,³³ then specifically suggested the importance of the supplementary motor area in tic generation.

Tobe et al,³⁰ demonstrated that in an MRI study using GTS subjects and healthy controls, the GTS subjects had reduced volumes of the cerebellar hemispheres bilaterally that derived from reduced grey matter in crus I and lobules VI, VII and VIII A. The decreased volumes were associated with increasing tic severity and motoric disinhibition. Miller et al,³⁰ using anatomical MRI (measuring surface and volumes) demonstrated that the GTS-affected thalamic nuclei were 5% larger than the controls: the surface over the lateral thalamus was also enlarged. Of note was that IQ, comorbid disorders and medication did not account for the findings.

stressing and androgens affecting the phenotype.

| Table 2 The effect of Tourette syndrome on the young person and their family QoL and CGB – modified and updated from Robertson (2011) |
|---|---|---|---|---|
| **QoL** |
| **Group/authors** | **Date of study** | **Country** | **Number and type of subjects** | **Schedule/questionnaire** | **Results** | **Domains affected** |
| Storch et al¹³ | 2007 | USA | Youngsters | Self-rep; Parents rep | TS=reduced c/f healthy controls; TS=higher c/f psych controls | Tic severity |
| Bernard et al⁶⁻⁹ | 2009 | USA | 58 youngsters | TACQOL | Patients scored lower than controls on all | ADHD (inattention); no tics |
| Cutler et al²⁶ | 2009 | UK | 57 youngsters | Self-report | | Tic severity; ADHD; OCB |
| Hao et al³⁶ | 2010 | China | 1335 (GTS and migraine) | Paediatric QoL inventory (Peds QL 4.0) | TS have functional impairment | Tic severity; comorbidity |
| Conelea et al³⁷ | 2011 | USA | 232 | Internet-based survey with HRQoL | | |
| Eddy et al³⁸ | 2011a | UK and Italy | 50 youngsters | YQOL-R | TS reduced QoL | Depression; OCD; ADHD |
| Eddy et al³⁹ | 2011b | UK and Italy | 50 youngsters | YQOL-R | TS reduced QoL | Even TS-only=reduced QoL; Tic severity; OCD; ADHD |
| Caregiver burden/parental stress | | | | | | |
| Cooper et al³⁴ | 2003 | UK | 26 TS youngsters compared with 26 asthma youngsters | GHQ; CGB | Parents of youngsters with TS=more CGB; ↑increased psychopathology | Only controlled study |
| Lee et al³⁵ | 2007 | Taiwan | 150 parents | PSI; SSIF | Parents of GTS children have considerable stress | GTS severity and family income affects parental stress most |

ADHD, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder; CGB, caregiver burden; GHQ, General Health Questionnaire; GTS, Gilles de la Tourette syndrome; HROL-R, health related quality of life; OCB, obsessive-compulsive behaviour; OCD, obsessive-compulsive disorder; QoL, quality of life; PSI, Parent Stress Index Form; Rep, report; SSIF, Social Support Index Form; YQOL, The Youth Quality of Life Instrument-Research Version.
prefrontal cortices bilaterally as well as cortical thinning extended into the limbic mesial temporal lobe. These changes must be seen alongside an increased compensatory neural activity in prefrontal cortex and striatum as well as the dysfunction of the anterior cingulate network within the fronto-striatal pathway in GTS. Many of the structural and functional changes are moreover associated with symptom severity.

The relationship between aetiology and phenotype

With regard to aetiology and phenotype, relatively few studies have been conducted. Taking genetics first, studies using segregation analysis showed that OCB is an alternative phenotypic expression of the putative GTS gene(s), and that there may be gender-dependent differences in the expression of phenotypes, with female members having more OCB symptoms and male members exhibiting more tic symptoms (Eapen et al.). Furthermore, the presence of certain characteristic OCB symptoms and the earlier age of onset in the proband suggest that this is a familial form linked to GTS (Eapen et al.). Genomic imprinting has also been suggested to influence the phenotypic expression in GTS: Eapen et al. in a study of over 400 GTS first-degree relatives found that 16.7% had matrilineal inheritance and 13.9% had patrilineal inheritance: the maternally transmitted offspring showed a significantly earlier age at onset. This suggests a parent of origin effect on the putative GTS gene that could be explained by the meiotic events or even intra-uterine environmental influences.

From the aetiological perspective, the most common clinical characteristic (phenotype) studied in GTS has been tic severity. Leckman et al. first reported that prenatal and perinatal difficulties (PNDs—interuterine) were at play in GTS, in that in a quarter of monozygotic twin pairs who were discordant for GTS, in all of the discordant pairs, the unaffected cotwin had a higher birth weight than the twin affected with GTS. Thereafter, Leckman et al. investigated PNDs in 31 GTS patients, demonstrating that the severity of maternal life stress during pregnancy, gender of the child and severe nausea and/or vomiting during the first trimester were significantly associated with the current tic severity. Tic severity has to date been associated with or positively correlated with maternal smoking, low birth weight, low birth weight and PNDs, psychosocial stress, anxiety, stress and GABHS infections. The only study to examine the phenotype and aetiology in the area of neuroimmunology was that of Martino et al. who examined the phenotypic features of ABGA-positive and ABGA-negative patients, among 53 children and 75 adults with GTS: 23% of children and 25% of adults with GTS were ABGA-positive. Using multivariate logistic regression analysis, only ADHD remained inversely correlated with ABGA. Finally, although the core symptoms of motor and vocal tics remain constant universally, there may well be cultural differences in the extended phenotype (Eapen and Robertson): for example, in a study comparing matched GTS patients in the UK and United Arab Emirates, while the characteristics and rates of the majority of the motor and vocal tics were similar in the two countries, as were ADHD and OCB. However, the rates of ODD, CD and aggression were all significantly higher in the UK cohort, and this was not linked to any other clinical feature or severity of GTS. The authors suggested that socio-cultural-religious factors and differences between the two populations/countries may account for this.

Emerging and exciting endophenotype studies indicate that there are indeed a few correlations between aetiology and phenotype. Thus, cortical thinning in the prefrontal areas (eg, has been correlated negatively with tic severity (ie, may be a GTS endophenotype) and microstructural changes in somatosensory system have also been shown to correlate with tic severity, but many earlier studies failed to divide GTS patients into subtypes. Gender and other behavioural (eg, OCB) differences may indicate different aetiological factors, and there is also some evidence to suggest the existence of OCB/OCD endophenotypes.

Early neuroimaging studies suggest that this may be due to PNDs which influence the phenotypic expression of the GTS gene(s). It seems that the clinical phenotype and the severity of symptoms as well as the associated psychopathology observed in GTS may be influenced by the nature and extent of involvement of the neurodevelopmental circuitry based on genetic and non-genetic factors as well as the developmental period in question which in turn is influenced by the shared molecular genetic pathways affecting the development across diagnostic boundaries mediated through neurodevelopmental genes such as has been suggested with autism; examples include neurelin4 and the CNTNAP2 gene, implicated in both GTS and autism. It may well be that a large part of the genetic susceptibility for GTS is shared with other disorders (eg, OCD, ADHD and ASDs), suggesting a general genetic susceptibility for neurodevelopmental problems rather than specific genes as the cause of specific disorders. Thereafter, specific genes and environmental influences further affect the GTS phenotype.

Lifespan prognosis

It was initially thought that GTS was life-long, but then several studies (Erenberg et al., Coffey et al., Bloch et al—for references, see Robertson) reported that tic severity reduced during adolescence: only increased tic severity in childhood was associated with increased tic severity at follow-up. Worst-ever OCD symptoms occurred approximately 2 years later than worst tic severity; increased childhood IQ was associated with increased OCD severity at follow-up. Thus, although the prognosis of GTS is better than originally thought with regard to tic symptomatology, the psychopathology, such as OCD, may persist severely until later on in the individual’s life.

Pappert et al assessed GTS patients’ (aged 8–14 years) using 5-min videotapes according to a strict protocol originally between 1978 and 1991. Of the patients, 36 of 56 aged over 20 years were contacted, and 31 included in a follow-up video study. A blinded video-rater assessed the 62 tapes and rated five tic domains: the two videotapes were compared for each tic domain, as well as a composite tic disability score. Results showed that 90% of the adults still had tics. Many who had suggested that they were tic-free were therefore obviously incorrect. The mean tic disability score, however, reduced significantly with age. All tic domains improved with age, and there were significant improvements for motor tics. The improvements in tic disability were not related to medication, as only 13% of adults received medication for tics, compared with 81% of children.

The authors concluded that although tics improve with time, most adults have persistent tics. The reduction in tic severity with advancing chronological age was also shown by Lin et al.
Thus, even the course of GTS is not what it was originally thought to be. If an individual is examined at different times of life, the clinical picture of GTS may well be different. It seems that an individual develops GTS as a child, it gets worse and then subsides with age: although some tic symptoms remain, they usually do not impair the individual, but the psychopathology may increase. Thus, in the broadest sense, these mild and/or no longer impaired individuals will still have GTS later in life, albeit mild.

**Assessment**

The assessment of patients with GTS requires a thorough personal and family history, as well as full mental state and neurological examinations. Several standardised schedules may be useful for accurately diagnosing GTS, assessing the response to medication and in research. These include the National Hospital Interview Schedule, the Yale Global Tic Severity Scale, the self-rated Premonitory urges scale and MOVES Scale, the Hopkins Motor and Vocal Tic Severity Scale, the Tourette syndrome videotaped scale and the Diagnostic Confidence Index which specifically highlights the phenomenological characteristics of tics (for review and individual references, see Robertson, Robertson and Cavanna). For implementing the majority of these scales, familiarity with GTS, as well as training by an expert, is important. It must be borne in mind that other movement disorders, for example, dystonias, stereotyped movement disorders and dissociative disorders, may mimic GTS, particularly in paediatric practice. In contrast, in adult patients, Huntington’s disease and Wilson’s disease must be excluded.

**Management and treatment**

There are several thorough reviews of the management and complexities of the treatment of patients with GTS, examples of which include Robertson and Robertson and Cavanna. Robertson and Robertson which examined the complexities of the treatment and the latter two have outlined some of the empirical data.

The treatment for all cases includes psycho-education, reassurance and explanation. In many mild cases and young people, this may in fact suffice. When managing young people, the clinicians must ensure that the psycho-education also occurs at school, as this is vital. Written information and ideally a school visit can make a huge difference in the ability of the child to cope. Advice may include where the child could sit in a class, it could ensure that the child has ‘time out’ (in no way punitive, and where they can go and sit to tic), that the pupil could be given extra time in examinations or be able to use a computer. Ideally, the treatment of GTS should be of the ‘whole child’ and should be multidisciplinary. Medication is the mainstay for the majority of the more severe symptoms of GTS and many of the comorbid conditions and coexisting psychopathologies. New ‘entrants’ into the management strategies include the successful and side-effect-free Comprehensive Behavioural Intervention for Tics (CBIT) (Fiaccante et al see below), including Habit Reversal Training (HRT), injection of botulinum toxin into the vocal chords and most recently deep brain stimulation for severe and refractory tics in adult GTS patients.

Table 3 includes the main managements and medications for GTS currently available and used by many clinicians. The efficacy, ranked A–D (from the literature), has been collated from double-blind trials (DBTs) (best evidence), large series (some evidence) and case reports (minimal or anecdotal evidence) as well as personal experience, which although anecdotal covers many patients treated and representative of the clinic populations.

Behavioural methods may be useful alone or in combination with medications for many aspects of GTS. Relatively recently, HRT has been demonstrated to be significantly better than or equal to supportive psychotherapy and better than the waiting list in adult patients with GTS (eg, Wilhelm et al and for reviews, see Robertson). Recently, Fiaccante et al have reported a successful controlled behaviour therapy (CBIT) trial in 126 GTS youngsters (9–17 years) when compared with supportive therapy or education. Exposure and response prevention in a series of studies (Verdellen et al) was successful, does not result in rebound, may well be mediated by the habituation of the premonitory sensations and, in recent European guidelines, was recommended as a first-line treatment of GTS, albeit with the evidence less strong than for HRT. A novel non-pharmacological treatment in 33 GTS children using self-hypnosis has also been successful in 79%.

As stated previously, medication is often required for the treatment of the tics, comorbidities and psychopathologies in patients with GTS, if symptoms are moderate to severe. DBTs have demonstrated that many medications (table 3) are superior to placebo. In practice, all these medications are useful and work in treating the tics. Importantly, the dose given for GTS is small compared with the dose given for schizophrenia or mania. Thus, a dose of haloperidol 0.5 to 3 mg daily may be sufficient in GTS patients, whereas 30 mg may be required in severe mania or schizophrenia in adult patients. Robertson described 16 side effects of typical neuroleptics, including sedation, cognitive difficulties and dysphoria/depression, dystonia and social phobias. Tetra- 

benazine can also be effective and is prescribed mainly by neurologists: a side effect can be depression. Clonidine or guanfacine (in the USA) can be given for the tics, impulse control and ADHD. If some of these agents are used, baseline ECG is advisable, as is regular monitoring of pulse and blood pressure. One can commence at a dose of clonidine 25 μg and go up to 150 μg daily. It may be worth also taking blood for a baseline prolactin.

Antidepressants, especially the selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs), are useful for depression (using the standard dose, eg, fluoxetine 20 mg), whereas the dose for OCB/ODC is higher (eg, fluoxetine 40–60 mg). Clomipramine (a tricyclic antidepressant) may also be useful in OCB/ODC, but usually has more side effects than the SSRIs and is dangerous in overdose. In the OCB/ODC associated with GTS, a small dose of neuroleptic is useful as an augmentation agent. Lesser used but successful treatment can be botulinum toxin injections to affected areas (eg, vocal cords if loud distressing vocal tics and coprolalia). It should be noted that tetrabenazine causes considerable drowsiness and is a major side effect in children; it may also lead to depressive symptoms. As said before, in the author’s opinion, the response to individual neuroleptics is idiosyncratic. Thus, an individual may respond to one particular neuroleptic but not another.

Recently, the newer ‘atypical’ antipsychotics have been demonstrated to be useful in treating patients with GTS. These are becoming popular as they have a different side-effect profile. The main side effects are an increase in...
weight and, in some individuals, a precipitation of diabetes. In patients receiving the ‘atypicals’, it may be worth therefore checking their fasting glucose, especially if the patients have put on weight. The ‘atypicals’ used successfully in treating GTS patients have included risperidone, olanzapine, quetiapine, ziprasidone and aripiprazole. In the literature and the author’s clinical experience, patients treated with neuroleptics can have raised prolactin levels, which in some cases require discontinuation of the drugs. There is a wide literature on the prolactin levels that are invariably raised when using neuroleptics (eg, risperidone and sulpiride) but the literature is divided on whether or not one should be monitoring this. It is the practice of many clinicians to discuss the potential side effects, and change the medication if the side effects of raised prolactin (eg, breast enlargement) become unacceptable (although monitoring of blood results with atypicals is

### Table 3

A practical guide to the main strategies of the management of the motor and vocal/phonic tics of Tourette syndrome in young people, showing the current evidence (modified from Robertson\(^5\) and Scahill et al\(^9\))\(^7\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment modality</th>
<th>Empirical support</th>
<th>References</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Haloperidol (antipsychotic)</td>
<td>A=good =2–3 DBTs</td>
<td>Scahill et al(^{13}) Robertson(^5)</td>
<td>Three DBTs show haloperidol better than placebo; used worldwide and in many countries is the only drug licensed for GTS but has many adverse side effects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risperidone (antipsychotic)</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>Scahill et al(^{13}) Robertson(^5)</td>
<td>Four RCTs in adults and children; subsequently reports of serious adverse effects=increase in weight and glucose abnormalities (diabetes); widely used worldwide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pimozide (antipsychotic)</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>Scahill et al(^{15}) Robertson(^5)</td>
<td>Four DBTs show that pimozide and haloperidol have equal efficacy, pimozide less adverse side effects than haloperidol but some reports of prolonged QTC interval with pimozide; widely used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulpiride (antipsychotic)</td>
<td>B=adequate=1DBT+other evidence&gt;150 patients</td>
<td>Robertson(^5)</td>
<td>One DBT showed that sulpiride was superior to placebo; one small case series and two large case series encompassing 249 patients showed that Sulpiride improved motor and vocal tics and had few side effects; widely used in UK; unavailable in USA, Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiapride (antipsychotic)</td>
<td>B=fair=two small DBT only or open label or larger case reports (&gt;100 patients)</td>
<td>Chouza et al(^{11}) Eggers et al(^{12})</td>
<td>DBT versus placebo; not stated how many patients; 800 mg per day. Tiapride&gt;placebo; 10 patients in DBT; widely used in Europe (most common in Russia and Germany); unavailable in UK, USA, Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aripiprazole (antipsychotic)</td>
<td>C=1 small DBT only or open label or larger case studies</td>
<td>Robertson(^5)</td>
<td>Becoming first-line treatment in many dedicated GTS clinics in UK and Europe; appears useful and safe, with transient minimal side effects and successful reports totalling 222 patients have been published</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clonidine</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>Robertson(^5)</td>
<td>Six DBTs involving tablets and transdermal patch showed that clonidine was superior to placebo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Botulinum toxin</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Robertson(^5)</td>
<td>A DBT showed decreased tics, decreased urges, pts not satisfied; a series of 30, open label, showed decreased tics, decreased urges, increased QoL; hypophonia in 80%: other case series and reports=successful</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atomoxetine</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Robertson(^5)</td>
<td>Two DBTs show tics and ADHD reduce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tetrabenazine</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>Robertson(^5)</td>
<td>Two studies encompassing 86 patients have documented success with this agent; used mainly by neurologists; depression common; no DBTs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Habit reversal training</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>Robertson(^5)</td>
<td>RCTs&gt;psychotherapy; WL=to other behavioural methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exposure and response prevention</td>
<td></td>
<td>Verdellen et al(^{18–21})</td>
<td>Somewhat more evidence for habit reversal training than exposure and response prevention</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Modified from Robertson.\(^5\)

ADHD, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder; DBTs, double blind randomised; GTS, Gilles de la Tourette syndrome; QoL, quality of life; RCTs, randomised controlled trials; WL, waiting list.
recommended in adults). Weight gain is the biggest problematic side effect and patients must be warned to prevent weight gain if at all possible.

As stated before, clonidine has also been used in the treatment of GTS and also ADHD, and thus it may well be useful in the treatment of individuals with GTS+ADHD. Good evidence for the safety and efficacy of the combination of stimulants and clonidine comes from a large randomised DBT including over 130 children who had ADHD, and a tic disorder was treated with clonidine alone, methylphenidate alone, clonidine and methylphenidate, and placebo. Compared with placebo, the greatest benefit was with the combination of clonidine and methylphenidate. Of importance was that the proportion of subjects reporting a worsening of tics was no higher in those treated with methylphenidate than those receiving clonidine or placebo. At a practical level many clinicians find that the sleep difficulties encountered in GTS and ADHD may be helped with an evening dose of clonidine or indeed melatonin.

Thus, it does appear from evidence-based studies that stimulants, if used judiciously in patients with GTS or tics with ADHD, do not necessarily increase tics. In addition, the combination of stimulants and clonidine appears to be safe. Atomoxetine is a relatively new agent for the treatment of ADHD and may prove useful in the treatment of GTS+ADHD and further research is needed. While discussing the medical treatment of GTS, it may be worth mentioning that the first time a medication was documented to be successful in GTS was in 1961 when Seignot described a patient who was given haloperidol, but what is not well known, in the context of this study, is that the patient was submitted to ablative psychosurgery before being given haloperidol.

It may be worth mentioning that the doses of the drugs used may well be effective in lower doses in children and young people. Many of the published studies in GTS psychopharmacology have been undertaken in adults, the notable exception being those from the Yale Child Study Centre (Cohen, Leckman, Peterson, Riddle, Scahill, etc). Thus, the reader and clinician must be aware that doses and side effects may not be generalised to children. Therefore, while prescribing medication, it is important to use the ‘minimal effective dose’ in youngsters. Another good adage with regard to dose is ‘start low and go slow’.

Conclusions

GTS is now recognised to be common, affecting 1% of the population almost worldwide, and is genetic in most individuals, with other comorbid conditions such as OCB/ADHD or even ADHD being phenotypes of the putative gene(s). Environmental factors also affect aetiology, but distinct phenotype-aetiology is not clear, as the studies to date are relatively few. Comorbidity and coexistent psychopathology are common and include a wide variety of disorders. Some of these are integral (eg, OCB/ADHD (comorbid)) while other coexisting psychopathologies (eg, personality disorder in adults, depression, BAD, ODD and CD) may be due to the comorbid conditions (eg, ADHD and OCD) rather than the GTS per se. Treatment, which should be symptom-targeted, is important as it alleviates suffering and may improve prognosis in terms of tics, psychopathology and social functioning. Habit Reversal Training and Exposure and Response Prevention are gaining momentum in the treatment of tics in GTS, while newer medications should be explored as they may be effective and have less adverse side-effect profiles.
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